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Bomb threat alarms campus
MARI LINN LOVE

news editor

Yellow police tape surrounding
Jordan Hall indicated something was
wrong on a bright, sunny afternoon.
University police officials made sure
that students and employees did not
enter the building due to a bomb threat.
On Thursday, Feb. 8, at 12:11 p.m.,
a person called the University fire
department indicating a bomb had been
placed in Jordan.
The University police were immediately notified, along with the
Anderson City Bomb Unit and the
State Law Enforcement Division to
seach the building.
"The caller did not specify what
time the bomb would go off or why
ordan Hall was chosen," said
niversity Police Chief Lonnie Saxon.
■'It is probably the same guy who made
the other threats."
Because the fire department does
not trace telephone calls, it will be
almost impossible to find out where the
call was placed.
"We believe that the caller is probably a white male," said Saxon. "Right
now we do not know the motive behind
the threats."
In the past four threats, the police
have determined that a male has called
the police station. However, this incisee FIRE, page 3A

nterim head photographer

On Thursday, Feb. 8, the University received its fifth bomb threat since June. The
unidentified caller told officials an explosive device was placed in Jordan Hall. After
evacuating students and faculty, officers searched the building, but found no bomb.

Latest call to fire department
continues chain of threats

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
BOMB THREATS

MARI LINN LOVE

news editor

Threats:
#1: June 20, 1995

8:00 AM

Bldg. 6, 8, & 5
#3: Sept. 14. 1995
7:44 AM

Bldg. 8
#5: Feb. 8. 1996
Bldg.

#2: July 28.
Bldg.
#4: Oct. 17,
Bldg.

1995
3&2
1995
7& 1

11:30 AM
10:50 AM

12:15PM

4

source : CU Police Dept.
infograph by : Greg Schmidt & Rob Edwards

* Map not drawn to scale

Key:*
1: Byrnes Hall
2: Strode Tower
3: Daniel Hall
4: Jordan Hall
5: Hardin Hall
6: Brackett Hall
7: Tillman Hall
8: Sirrine Hall

Last Thursday, the campus was hit
with its fifth bomb threat in just eigth
months.
On June 20, incoming freshmen
and their parents were welcomed to
the campus with a bomb threat. A man
telephoned the University police station shortly after 8 a.m. stating he had
placed an explosive device in one of
three buildings on campus.
Police said that the unknown caller
said the bomb was in either Brackett,
Sirrine or Hardin Hall.
"No time was given as to when the
bomb was to set to explode," said
University Police Chief Lonnie
Saxon.
According to Saxon, the police sta-

"Students get the idea that they
can [call in bomb threats] all the
time.

• Alan Schaffer
history professor

tion has the caller's voice on tape. The
voice seems to be masculine, disguised with a fake foreign accent.
"Students get the idea that they
can [call in bomb threats] all the
time," said Alan Schaffer, a history
see THREATS, page 3A

Blown cables cause power outages
MARI LINN LOVE

news editor

Most students woke up without
power Sunday morning due to blown
cables.
According to Shawna Lloyd, manager of maintenance shop, the outage
was caused from circuits two, three
and four being blown in the power

tunnel.
"The broken cables affected the
power over the majority of the campus," said Lloyd. "The cables broke
due to the age of cables."
While the broken cables were
replaced immediately, Lloyd said that
the Facilities Maintenance and
Operations department is in the

process of replacing the older cables.
Most students were unaffected by
the outage, except for a few minor
inconviences.
Beth Myers, a resident in the
Shoeboxes, was relieved that the
power outage occured on the weekend.
"The power outage allowed me to

sleep late," said Myers. "I was grateful
for the extra sleep, but I missed my
appointment."
While most of the power to the
buildings were restored within two
hours, Barre Hall and Adams Hall
power was not turned on until later
Sunday. Lehotsky's power was not
restored until Monday morning.
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Steve Wessler, a bartender, celebrates Nick's 20-year anniversary. Ester Revis-Wagner
is the current owner of the bar originally called The Golden Nugget.

Nick's celebrates 20 years
J. PATTON
assistant news editor

JENNIFER

The smell of smoke fills the room.
The clang of mugs held in a toast
to friends and the low murmur of
chatter can be found at the place where
the beer is cold and the conversation is
anything but: Nick's.
As Feb. 26 approaches, friends
reunite to celebrate their friendship and
the opening of Nick's 20 years ago.
"Nick's originally started life in '72
as a tavern called The Golden Nugget,"
said Ken Revis-Wagner, husband to the
current owner.
,
"The gentleman who started [The'
Golden Nugget] did not make any
money, left one night and was never
heard from in Clemson again," said
Revis-Wagner.
The out of work cook, Nick, was in
need of a job and the owner of the
building was in need of a tavern. A
deal was struck; Nick became the new
owner.
"The two of them ran the tavern
from Feb. 26, 1976, to the fall of
1985," said Revis-Wagner. In 1985
Nick learned he "had lung cancer and
unfortunately could not spend the

"The last weekend in February,
which is always closest to Feb.
26, became to be known as
reunion weekend. [It] clearly
reflects what is really going on."

Ester Revis-Wagner
owner
hours that it took to run the tavern,"
said Revis-Wagner. "So they decided to
advertise [for a new owner]."
Things were beginning to look bad
in finding a new owner for Nick's until
Ester Revis-Wagner came into the picture.
Mrs. Revis-Wagner used to work
for Nick when she was an undergraduate at Clemson.
"Ester and I were in Nick's having
a beer, when she told Nick that if he
ever wanted to sell the place, she
would buy it," said Revis-Wagner.
"Nick told her that it was for sale.

They made a deal and Ester became
the new owner."
With this new ownership, the customers who had been regulars when
Nick's first opened returned. One particular group, a fraternity known as
'Figis,' began to come to Nick's each
year as a reunion. "After the years
went by, the members of that fraternity
congregated at Nick's at homecoming
in the fall."
The fraternity took those weekends
as a chance to get together with old
friends, catch up on the news and
introduce new members of the family.
It was called "anniversary weekend."
On every anniversary weekend,
"Ester started to get the beer delivery
people to provide frisbees and shirts,
all that stuff that beer companies give
away," said Revis-Wagner. "The last
weekend in February, which is always
closest to Feb 26, became known as
reunion weekend. [It] clearly reflects
what is really going on."
"It is not the fact that it is an
anniversary," said Revis-Wagner. "It is
the fact that they know everyone who
is going to be there, old friends that
they used to drink with."

Alpha Phi Alpha sponsors show
HEATHER KAY

assistant news editor

A talent show, sponsored by
Alpha Phi Alpha, was another event
in a series of programs designed for
Black History Month to showcase
students' artistic expressions.
According to Lawton Brown,
president of Alpha Phi Alpha, the
talent show, held at Tillman last
Friday night, was originally
planned during the fraternity's
founders' week.
Some of the students could not
get their performances together by
that time. The talent show was
postponed until February.
"Since we couldn't have the
competition during our founders'
week, we added it to the events of
Black History Month," said Brown.
Eight separate acts participated
in the event, and the talents ranged
from singing to comedy.
"We wanted to have something
different," said Ryan Heyward,
vice-president of Alpha Phi Alpha.
"We decided to hold a talent show
that would be open to everyone."
The fraternity gave monetary

prizes totaling $150 to first- second- and third-place winners. First
place went to Lynn Friday who
sang You Put a Move on My Heart
by Tamia.
Second place was awarded to
Joey Erwin who played a musical
selection on the saxophone. Garrick
McQueen won third prize for his
self-composed monologue.
Brown estimated that close to
300 people came to see the talent
competition, greatly exceed the
fraternity's expectations.
"We want to thank everyone for
coming out and supporting the
show," said Heyward. "It was a
great success."
The following are scheduled for
the week of Feb. 12-17 in celebration of Black History Month:
Thursday Feb. 15 at 9:15 p.m.
in the Holtzendorff Theater,
Blackpaw will sponsor an Apollo
Night.
Saturday Feb. 17 at 8 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium, a program
entitled "Our Young Black Men
Are Dying and Nobody Seems to
Care" will be presented.

University Vice President of
Student Affairs Almeda Jacks has
been selected for inclusion in the
1996-97 Edition of Who's Who in
Executives and Professionals.
Before becoming vice president
for student affairs in 1992, Jacks
held several positions in Clemson's
housing office and student affairs
administration. In March, she will
be become Region III president of
the National Association of Student
Personnel Administration, Inc.,
which includes 11 southern states.

Original prints on display in Lee Hall Gallery
A display of more than 50 original prints and drawings continues in
the Lee Hall Gallery today through
Sunday.
The Clemson National Print and
Drawing Exhibition features works
by artists from across the United
States. Ruth Wiesburg, dean of the
fine arts department at the
University of Southern California
and an internationally recognized
artist, selected the works to be
exhibited from more than 200
entries.

National Condom Day
devotes day to education
A day popularly known as
Valentine's Day has also been designated as National Condom Day. Peer
health educators are devoting the
day to educating students about
healthy behavior.
There will be an information
table Wednesday in the Union from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m., where students will
be able to pick up informative literature and free condoms donated by
the South Carolina Department of
Health and Environment Control.

Shakespearean stages
on display in library
A
special
display
of
Shakespearean
stages
opens
Thursday in the Cooper Library. As
part of Shakespeare Festival V, the
display will continue through March
15. It features illustrations of the
Globe Theatre and the Rose Theatre
as they appeared throughout history.

Voter registration
sponsored by Minority
Council
To celebrate Black History
Month,
Student
Government
Minority Council is sponsoring a
Voter Registration Drive Thursday,
10 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. in the Union and
Schilletter

Drama presented for
Black History Month

Andrea |ohnston/staff photographer

Third place winner, Garrick
McQueen performs a monologue
at the Alpha Phi Alpha talent show

"Our Young Black Men Are
Dying and Nobody Seems to Care,"
a musical drama that tells of the
young African-American male's
struggle toward the next century,
will be presented free in Tillman
Auditorium Saturday, Feb. 17, at 7
p.m. as part of Clemson's Black
History Month celebration.
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Festival approaches Fire officials
receive threat
MARI LINN LOVE

news editor
It is time to brush up on
your Shakespeare because the
fifth annual Shakespeare
Festival is coming to campus.
'From
Shakespeare's
Globe
to
the
Global
Shakespeare' is the theme of
the festival, which runs from
Feb. 28 through March 16. It
will take the reconstruction of
Shakespeare's Globe Theater
in London as its cue.
"This is an exciting time to
be part of this effort," said Jim
Andreas, professor of English
and director of the festival.
"The people of this area
and across the Southeast have
demonstrated that they will
support a festival in this part
of the world."
Actors from the London
Stage and the Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express return to
the festival this year. Clemson
Players
will
join
the
Wharehouse
Theater
of
Greenville to present Hamlet

"I knew when I came
here and saw 80,000 people in Death Valley
cheering for the Tigers
that we could get 8,000
to come see
Shakespeare."

•Jim Andreas
English professor

on Feb. 28-29 and March 1-3.
A three-man company, Shakin'
Up Shakespeare, will present
the Complete Works of
William Shakespeare, a 90minute play covering all 37
plays written by Shakespeare
on March7-8.
Also scheduled to perform
are Julius Caesar on March
11, As You Like It on March 9
and 11, and Macbeth
on
March 13-15. In addition to
the plays will be lectures,

films, workshops and demonstrations by scholars and
actors. Andreas commented
on how exciting it is to have a
Shakespeare
festival
at
Clemson.
"I knew when I came here
and saw 80,000 people in
Death Valley cheering for the
Tigers that we could get 8,000
to come see Shakespeare,"
said Andreas. "This community has a spirit that supports
both. We have a little
Stratford here."
The festival is the centerpiece of the South Carolina
Shakespeare Collaborative,
which recently received a
$180,000 grant from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities.
The Collaborative holds
workshops
on
teaching
Shakespeare for high school
teachers, hosts a five-week
summer institute for teachers
on the campus and sponsors a
conference on methods of
teaching Shakespeare.

continued from 1A
dent was somewhat differemt.
What is unique to this
threat, is that the caller called
the University fire department.
Some
students
were
unaware of the bomb threat,
like junior Stacey Miller,
PRTM major.
"Usually when there is a
bomb threat there are students
just standing around and
watching the commotion,"
said Miller.
However, other students
were concerned about surrounding buildings. "How
about the people in the
Nursing building?" said Todd
Howser, engineering major.
"If a bomb did go off, wouldn't that building blow up,
also?"
Howser did comment that
he felt Jordan was well taped
off and the police officials
were taking the threat serious-

"Last semester, it seemed
the police did not take
the threats seriously
because they only swept
the building for 20 minutes or so."

• Todd Howser
engineering major
iy-

"Last semester, it seemed
the police did not take the
threats seriously because they
only swept a building for 20
minutes or so," said Howser.
While there has not been a
conviction for the past incidents, Saxon said that all
threats are being investigated
and the safety of students and
employees is the top priority.

Threats scare campus, concern police
continued from 1A
professor whose office is in
Hardin. He also expressed
concern for the impression of
freshman and their parents
attending orientation.
Students had to reschedule
their exams due to a second

b<amfeeat^dfyr2$!:mte j
threat was placed at approx4k
mately 11:30 a.m. to the
University police station.
The caller stated that a
bomb was placed in one of
two buildings, either Daniel

;

nate in Sirrine within 20 minHall or Strode Tower.
utes.
Because the call was short,
The caller gave the police
police were unable to detect
enough time to evacuate the
who the caller was or any
building; however, concern
background noise. The buildarose over the fact students
ings were searched for threewere allowed to sit just a few
and-a-half hours.
feet away from Sirrine.
The threat was traced to a
"The police were not^verv^
pay phdhfe Outside'of ^Tafco"'
geU
'' 'it, i mam WST 330 concernecTarjout our safety,"
said Lisa Watson, a freshman
A third bomb threat was
political science major. "I was
called into the University
shocked that they were not
police station on Sept. 14 at
more persistent about moving
7:44 a.m. The caller told the
us away from the building."
police a bomb would deto-
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caller remains unidentified.
The location of the call is
unknown.
In all of the five cases, no
bomb was found.
However, the University
police still consider every
threat serious.
According to Saxon, in all
cases, the7 caller has been
identified as "a male, probably
Caucasian. It is unknown
whether or not the male is a
student or a citizen of a surrounding city.

ALUMNI
MASTER
TEACHER

Make your Valentine feel special!

2>*

The caller was traced to a
cellular car phone. A little
over a month later, on Oct. 17,
a fourth bomb threat was
received by the University.
At 10:50 a.m., a caller
informed police th^t a'bomb
was placed in either Tillman
or Byrnes.
The most* recent bomb
thread occurred Thursday,'
Feb. 8, at 12:11 p.m. to the
University fire department.
The fire department does not
trace telephone calls, and the
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The Student Alumni Council each year coordinates the selection of the Master
Teacher Award, presented annually during May Commencement to the outstanding
classroom teacher as nominated by the student body.
The cash award of $1500 and recognition as the year's most outstanding classroom
professor represent the students' appreciation to the faculty and their desire to ensure
quality instruction at Clemson.
The Student Alumni Council encourages each student to nominate a teacher worthy of
such recognition. Nominations must be received by Friday, February 16,1996.
Simply complete the following nomination form and mail to the Alumni Center by
Campus Mail..
Thank you for your help in selecting the 1996 Alumni Master Teacher.
NOMINATION FOR 1996 ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER
Complete and drop in Campus Mail Box located in the Campus Post Office or return to
the Alumni Center.
MASTER TEACHER NOMINATIONS
c/o Tia Blackshear & Kim Gray
Alumni Center
Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29634-5603
Name of Professor.

Department ■

Comments

Your Name-

Phone Number-
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ALLISON EARLIN

office manager

Just the tip
of the iceberg
No wasting time here - these
are three things that take
place on Clemson's campus
that aggravate me:
1) People who can't seem to get
over that fact that Danny Ford is no
longer our football coach.
Each and every Tigerama skit
performed in the four years that I've
been a student here has paid homage
to Danny Ford, as if he were some
sort of god.
Many Clemson fans seem to wear
rose-colored glasses when remembering the Ford era. If memory serves
me correctly, Ford is the same coach
who got us in trouble with the
NCAA for recruiting violations and
caused us to lose television and bowl
privileges for two years.
I'm not denying the fact that he
was a great football coach or that he
did great things during his stint at
Clemson (I haven't forgotten the
National Championship), but let's
look toward the future and our present head coach, Tommy West.
2) Organizations that put up signs
and fliers on the sidewalk and railings with duct tape, but then don't
bother to remove the tape and signs
once the notice is no longer needed.
During my walk from class to the
office this afternoon, I noticed yards
of tape from signs that have long
since disintegrated.
On the same note, I'm about tired
of seeing the words "Metamorphosis" and "Spring Spew" on the side
of Martin Hall. This pseudo-fraternity party took place almost a year ago.
Just imagine how many visiting
parents and dignitaries saw that plastered on the side of the building. Bet
they were impressed.
If you are willing to post your
notice, then be willing to remove it
as well.
3) Professors who assume you've
had a class prior to taking their class,
even though that class is not a prerequisite.
I'm currently taking a course in
which our teacher has assumed
we've had another course just
because that is the usual progression
of things.
There are hundreds of students,
that for one reason or another, be it
co-oping, transferring from another
school or changing majors, who
aren't taking classes in the usual
order.
This is it for now, but don't worry
- this is just the tip of the iceberg.
I'll be back with more.

Letters to the Editor
Government not responsible
To the editor:
David Baker's column "Governor
two-faced" in the Jan 30 issue makes an
assumption that more money equals
higher SAT scores. He assumes that
nuclear waste is destroying our water
and air. I don't think that is true. He
feels the state can spend $200,000 better
than the property owners of this state.
He also feels a lottery, which I would
refer to as a suction tax, would help college students make it through school.
The cost of education has increased
at about three times the rate of inflation.
Your parents pay over 40 percent of
everything they make in different forms
of tax and so do I. How long should we
continue to tax everyone so 10 percent
or so of our high school graduates can
go to college? Just because something is
expensive doesn't mean that the government should pay for it.
I realize not all students or their parents are well off, but walk through the
parking lot some day and look at all the
new cars. Then calculate how much
transportation costs are. Maybe we
should have a new tax to help people
buy cars. What people really value they
will work for.
Norman L. Reeves

'Serious
responsibility'
To the editor:
At the barber shop yesterday the
-tfarber, a student ; and I began discussing politics. I admired this student's
desire to participate in that greatest of
American rights and responsibilities.
My joy turned to anger, then sadness, however, as I heard the reason
given for wanting to vote. He stated a
preference for any Republican for president over Mr. Clinton.
What is wrong with this picture?
When you have choices as varied as
Alexander, Buchanan, Dornan and
Forbes, how could anyone in their right
mind say any of these would be superior? Rather than examining the strengths
and weaknesses of each of the
Republicans, the pair repeated every
slam of Clinton I can recall and even
some new ones. At no time did I hear
either of them substantiate a charge
against the President, but that after all is
the story of the past four years.
Let me make a suggestion to all of
you who may vote for the first time in a

presidential election. You need to study
candidates and records. You need to see
for yourself what has happened. You
need to see which person will help the
country and which will hurt. What your
dad or "the captain" or the press says
may be untrue. Maybe you need to see
if there are other choices.
As for me, I plan to vote for Clinton
unless a more reasonable Republican
like Lamar Alexander is nominated. I
cannot in good conscience vote for
someone calling themselves a conservative because they seem to ignore the
responsibilities we have for each other
and to the environment. I think you'll
find that Mr. Clinton has tried to do
some really good things, against all
odds and I think you'll find that people
like Alexander and Dole are OK too.
Voting is a serious responsibility.
We owe it to ourselves to try to find the
truth and act on it.
Ken Cothran
Letters to the Editor are subject to
editing for space and style. Anonymous
letters will not be published.
Letters to the Editor
The Tiger
P.O. Box 2907, Clemson, SC 29632
E-Mail: tiger@hubcap.clemson.edu.
Fax: (864) 656-4772
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Dead frog on hamburger gTie.c\VfiHe.<^a66H'

RUSKIN, Fla. (AP) - A
/. /oung man claims he took a
bite
of a
McDonald's
Quarter-Pounder burger and
?it into a dead frog.
Joey Hatfield glanced
iown at the food in his hand
i\ ind saw legs. "It was a frog,
[baked) inside the bun," said
rhe 22-year-old
Hatfield.
He
bought
Itwo
burgers
1
Wed n e s d ay,
(gobbled the first
v
and bit into the
second.
He said he
moticed something wasn't
i right.
"I know what a QuarterPounder is supposed to sound
like," Hatfield explained
I later. "I was in total amazement."
He immediately spit out
ithe bite and rushed to see the
nmanager. He was reimbursed
I $4.26 plus tax, went home
land nursed a sick stomach.
A McDonald's accident
investigation report says the
burger bun "had a frog baked

ile

in it."
So, inspectors from the
state's
Department
of
Agriculture went to East Bait
Bakery
of
Florida
in
Kissimmee where the buns
are made.
"There is no way a frog
could have entered the build-

ing,"
said
agriculture
spokesman Terence McElroy.
"If a frog got in that place it
would be paste before it got
out."

Academy releases
report on cadet who
set himself on fire
COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colo. (AP) - The Air Force
Academy has released an
internal investigation that
concludes the academy had

no way to predict a cadet who
died last August by setting
himself on fire would harm
himself.
The cadet, David Ramsey,
20, a football player from
North Caroline, ignited his
clothes and walked down a
hallway engulfed in flames
last Aug. 21,
just half an
hour before
he was prepared
to
check out of
the academy
after learning
he was going
to be expelled. He died six
days later from severe burns
over one-third of his body.
Ramsey's parents said
Friday they are not surprised
the academy took no responsibility for their son's death.
"We kind of figured that
they would come out with a
report that glosses over any
mistake they might have
made," said his father, David
Ramsey. The family has not
decided whether to file a lawsuit, he added.
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• Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
• Gourmet Lunch Daily
• Every Sunday Noon until 8 pm
•Dinner 5 pm nightly

'Fresh Veal, Chicken, Steaks & Seafood
'Absolutely The BEST Salads in the Upstate!
•Romantic Italian Atmosphere
* Excellent California & Italian Wine List
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Working with the Best
We're talented individuals. Aggressive competitors.
Disciplined and innovative. People who keep their eye
on the ball. Excelling in all we do. Building on past
successes. Always learning. Continually challenging. And

■it

ultimately—Winning.
The pace is fast. We're gutsy, stable and growing.
Opportunities abound. We don't let success go to
our heads. And hard work is handsomely rewarded
through company ownership with incentivized stock
options, a stock purchase plan and profit sharing.
That's Cypress.
MSEE/MSCS/MBA is preferred for some positions.
Opportunities exist in locations including California,
Texas, Minnesota, Mississippi, Colorado, and Washington.

• Applications Engineers
• Product Marketing Engineers
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All employees are granted stock options, receive stock
discounts, tuition reimbursement, and comprehensive
medical/dental benefits.

SEE US ON CAMPUS!
INFORMATION SESSION FEB. 15
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FEB. 16
Check with the Career Planning and
Placement office for more details.
Send us your resume by fax to (408) 943-6859.
On-line via http://www.careermosaic.com/cm/cypress/.
Or, by mail: Cypress, Human Resources Dept., 3901
No. First St., San Jose, CA 95I34.EOE.

? CYPRESS
Trademarks are registered to their respective companies.

We need you to make
University housing special!
Apartment sign-up is
February 14 and 15,1996!
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Naff, I want the world to
know that I love you. Hope
that we will be able to spend
many more days together.
Guess who!
LAURA, I KNOW THAT
IT ISN'T THREE IN THE
MORNING, BUT DO YOU
THINK
THAT
YOU
MIGHT GO OUT WITH
ME SOMETIME?

Who loves you
Melissa does.

Kevin?

Precious, I Love You with
ALL my heart. Our dreams
are coming true Sept. 27,
1997. Thank You for
Everything. Always and
Forever, Shon.
My Dearest Jason Dryer,
Happy
Anniversary,
Sweetie! These have been
the happiest 4 years of my
life! I love you. Forever
yours, Debbie Kay.

Sandy Roock, Thanks for
all the miles and all the
smiles. Two years and I love
you more than ever. Happy
Valentine's day. Shannon.

Scott, One year ago we started something special. I loved
you then and love you more
now. Happy Anniversary/
Valentine's Day, Sweetie.
Love Always, Kari.
Jenny Chapman, Thank

you for eight of the most
wonderful
Love
filled
months of my Life. Happy
Valentine's
Day!
Love,
Scott.
To The Lovely Sisters of
Sigma Gamma Rho, You
are the epitome of strong,
independent
women.
Remember to always strive
for
excellence.
Happy
Valentine's Day, Your Soror,
"Sepia."

the way you bite me all over.
I love throwing you the
bone, too. Can't wait to hear
you yelp with pleasure when
I return home. Dave, Levi
and Mike.
Dear Jeff, Roses are red,
violets are blue, you're my
goofy, and I love you! Pretty
cheesy, huh? Thanks for a
great six months. Love,
Cynthia.
Brian - How could I have
made it through the past 4
years without you? Thanks
for being such a wonderful
friend. I love you. Mari Linn.

Shanna, If my life is a rose,
then you are the water that
brings me life. I love you
always. Mark.
Lee, Will you be my
Valentine? Hugs, Jennifer.
Babe, Thank you for everything you do for me. You are
the best and I love you.
Happy 2nd Valentine's Day.
Love, Your Sweetie.

Dear Sweet Michelle, the
last year has been great and
I hope there will be many
more together. I love you.
HAPPY
VALENTINE'S
DAY LOVE, DAVID.
Rick, You're my boy toy.
Kathy
TO
MY
BELOVED,
THANK
YOU
FOR
THREE
WONDERFUL
MONTHS. I LOVE YOU.
LOVE ALWAYS, YOUR
NAPKIN KING.
Hey Fibus, Have a Happy
Valentine's Day, Love: OD.

Elton, This past month
we've shared many "special
moments" together. I love

<23>

Live classes begin
February 12 in
Greenville, SC.
No other
1-800-KAP-TEST
company even
get a higher score
tries to do what
we do for the DAT.

KAPLAN

Swilley, Yes, Scott, it's official. Right here, right now,
where you're standing. US!
(Really!) I wuv ryoooo!
Alley
To all my lovely sorors of the
Lambda Theta Chapter of
Alpha
Kappa
Alpha
Sorority, Inc. I love you all!
We've spent great times
together - All the memories
I'll truly cherish! Love,
Lonoia.
Alison - I love your apricots.
Happy V-Day and one year
anniversary. Love, Josh.
Happy Valentine's Day Mari
Linn and Jennifer! Will you
both be mine? LJL.
.
Hey SI IF - Do I win the
contest with this ad? Sorry
it's not roses! LJL.

Sweet Melissa, Rc^cs are
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Red; Violets are Blue; a Year
from Now I'll be Married to
You! Happy Valentine's Day,
Love Always, James.
Happy Valentine's Day to
the Birthday "Man." Happy
22nd
Birthday,
Clint
Pollard. We Love You. Mom,
Kathleen, Laura, Aaron, and
Ninny Nanny Newp Newp.
Becky, I love you and I hope
you
have
a
Happy
Valentine's Day. Love, Billy.
Chris, Happy Valentine's
Day! Always remember you
are, and forever will be, my
love...LeAnn.
To all those who did not
receive
a
Valentine's,
HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY, Joel.
Dear Brian V, Thanks for
the memories at TD's Afterwards was great! Love,
Hillary.

QPsZew
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"Jean - should we talk about
the weather? Tom."
Meela, We have been together for 5 months and I have
enjoyed them all. You have
made me the happiest man
alive. I love you and will forever love you. Yours forever,
Robbie.
Janet, I'm glad to see that
you are feeling much better.
Now you can really focus on
studying,
right?
Happy
Valentine's Day! Leary.
Susan, I hope you have a
wonderful birthday and
Valentine's Day! Love ya,
John-William.

Kathy: Blond, brunette or
red, you are my flavor of the
week!! Happy Valentine's
Day, Tiger Lady-Rick
Melissa, Are you really
happy with Adam? I didn't
think so. Tomorrow is a
good day to come back to
the real thing you know so
well. Leary.
Bugaboo, I want you, I need
you - I Love You! I hope you
can handle me tonight!
Love, Glistening "Tiny."
M - Thanks for all the good
times. I'm looking forward
to year #2. Love, B.
Dear Shmee, You don't have
far to reach my love! Happy
Valentine's
Day.
Love,
Shmoo.
Dorkface: I hope I'll come
before the parrot forever. No
more thyroid problems,
please. Happy Valentine's
Day! Allison.
Tyrone, thanks for being
nice to me when I first
arrived at The Tiger. Too
bad you didn't keep it up.
Jacksonville could have been
fuii OM
Happy Valentine's Day!
from The Tiger staff.
Summer, Happy Valentine's
Day. We love your hair
scent.

Are you a
leap-year baby?
If so, please contact The Tiger at
656-2150 and ask for Greg.
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In full swing
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see story, 11A

Swimming
Track
Tennis
Football recruiting
ACC report
Outside the Den
Briefs

Clemson University

Cavaliers cruise, 62-51
Curtis Staples launched a three-pointer,
with Bill Harder challenging the shot.
Once again the Tigers hit the road in
Unfortunately for Clemson, Harder was
search of their first road win of the seacalled for the foul, which put Staples on
son in the ACC. This time the road lead
the line shooting three that he sank with
them to Virginia where the Tigers had
confidence.
lost 15 of their last 18 meetings at
"I didn't think I fouled him at all,"
University Hall. Unfortunately, despite
said Harder. "I touched him just a bit,
a valiant second half comeback, the
but you get touched more than that
Tigers fell to the Cavaliers in a disalmost anytime you shoot. I didn't think
heartening 62-51 loss Saturday.
he was going to call it."
In what may have been the worst 20
Barnes disagreed.
minutes of Clemson basketball this sea"There was no doubt he got fouled,"
son the Tigers shot only 3-of-22 from
said Barnes.
the field in the first half. Coupled with
Clemson then missed a chance to
Terrell Mclntyre's six turnovers, the
cut the lead back to three with Tony
Cavs lead by as much as 19 ■■■■H^m ■^^^"■i Christie missing a one-andat one point in the half.
one, which was quickly folThe Tigers (14-6, 4-6 "I was obviously
lowed by a three-pointer by
ACC) fell behind early after pleased with the
Virginia's Harold Deane,
Mclntyre hit a three-pointer
stretching the Cavalier lead
followed by a 9:36 drought way we fought
back to eight and clinching
that was broken by a turn- back. We got
their forth straight victory.
around jumper by Greg better today."
Deane finished the garBuckner. By this time the
with a team-high 20 poii
Cavs (11-10, 5-6 ACC) had
along
with
Courtney
• Rick Barnes Alexander, while Buckner
posted an 18-3 lead. Then
the Tigers went another 7:02 men's basketball coach finished with 16 (4-4 from
without a basket and found
the line) to lead the Tigers.
themselves barely in double ——— ———— Other
notable
perfordigits at the half with a 28-14 score in
mances included Andrius Jurkunas with
favor of Virginia.
11 points, and Jamison and Mclntyre
"We need to get more production
adding eight apiece, respectively.
from Tom (Wideman) and Harold
"I was obviously pleased with the
(Jamison) inside, they've got to get us
way we fought back," Barnes said after
second and third shots," said Coach
the game. We got better today. There's
Rick Barnes. "You can't be a one-shotno doubt that we got back to just the
and-done team, and that's pretty much
poise. I just like the look on their faces.
what it was in the first half."
Even when they were down they just
At the start of the second half, the
kept grinding it out, so I was really
Tigers rallied with a 26-14 run to bring
pleased with that."
the score to 42-40 after Buckner hit
The Tigers play next at home
another crucial turnaround jumper in
against North Carolina (16-7, 7-4 ACC)
the paint with 5:32 remaining
7 p.m. tomorrow in Littlejohn
On the next possession, Virginia's
Coliseum.
AL MURRAY

staff writer

file photo

Center Harold Jamison (32) had eight points in the
Tigers' 62-51 loss at Virginia Saturday. The Tigers
haven't won in Charlottesville since 1990.

Ladies fall at buzzer
Joi PAYTON
staff writer

LISA

file photo

Angie Salyer (22) has averaged 1.9 points per
game this season for the Lady Tigers, who
split two games with Maryland last week.

The Lady Tigers lost their fourth road game
Saturday to the Lady Terrapins 74-72 at College
Park, Md.
"We didn't play very well, very simply," said
Lady Tiger Coach Jim Davis about the No. 18
Lady Tigers' loss to the Lady Terrapins.
"Execution offensively wasn't good, we didn't
screen well, we shot poorly and didn't get to the
free throw line enough."
During the first 12 minutes, the Lady Tigers
only scored seven points.
"This just wasn't the team from the last home
game," said Davis.
The Lady Tigers were behind 17 points during the first half, but finally caught up when
Stephanie Ridgeway and Itoro Umoh both hit
back-to-back layups to tie the game at 72-72
with 3.8 seconds left on the clock.
The Terrapins then got a layup from Lillian
Purvis as time expired to steal the victory.
According to Davis, Maryland won "with
two great passes, a shot and score."
The leading scorer for the Lady Tigers was
Ridgeway with 17 points. The Lady Tigers also
had two other players with double figures.
Laura Cottrell and Amy Green both had 11
points.
The Lady Tigers will host the Lady Tarheels
Thursday, Feb. 15, at 7 p.m. in Littlejohn
Coliseum.

Road rough
for Tigers
MIKE MCCOMBS

sports editor

Life on the road has become quite a rough
trip for the Clemson basketball teams.
On the men's side, trips to Virginia are
becoming quite predictable for the Tigers.
The Tigers' 62-51 loss at Virginia marked the
sixth straight time that the Tigers had lost
there.
The
last Clemson
win
in
Charlottesville came in the Tigers' ACC
Championship season in 1989-90.
In fact, ACC road trips in general are
beginning to become indistinguishable for
Coach Barnes' club. When Clemson traveled
to Chapel Hill after the victory at home
against Virginia, they were 11-0. Their record
now stands at 14-6. Included in that mark is
an 0-5 road ACC record.
While the last four road losses, Virginia in
particular, could have been wins, the loss at
North Carolina was to be expected. But other
teams do not have the same problems on the
road that Clemson does.
Georgia Tech lost 73-70 when they visited Littlejohn two weeks ago. This weekend,
the Yellow Jackets upset the Tar Heels at
see ROUGH, page 12A
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Tracksters take four
Tigers earn victories in
200-meter, 60-meter, pole
vault and high jump
MIKE BEAUDREAU

staff writer

The Clemson men's and
women's track and field teams
were successful in the Tiger
Classic in Littlejohn Coliseum
Friday night. The Tigers posted four first-place finishes
with a split squad. These
results were in a field that
included
Florida
State,
Western Carolina, VMI and
The Citadel.
Leading the way for the
Tigers was versatile freshman
Kenny Franklin. He was the
winner of two events, the 200meter with a time of 22.20,
and the 60-meter with a time
of 6.84. In addition, Franklin
finished fourth in the triple
jump with a jump of 47 feet.
"Some of the individuals
stepped up," said men's indoor
track coach Robert Pollock.
"Really, when it comes right
down to it, Kenny was the key
in the meet."
Sharia Clinkscales turned
in an impressive effort as well,
winning the high jump with a
5-foot-7 1/4-inch effort. This
was Sharia's best jump of the
year.
The fourth win for the
o)

Tigers was David Hartzler's
near NCAA qualifying polevault. David won the pole
vault with a 15-foot-7 3/4-inch
effort.
Matt Helinski placed second in the 35-pound weight
throw with a throw of 56-foot11 1/2-inch. This effort was
good enough to place him second on Clemson's all-time
record list for the 35-pound
throw.
Besides the first place finishes, the Tigers had a number
of other impressive finishes.
Trent Kirk had a personal best
time for the 3,200-meter, with
8:45.86. The high jumpers
dominated the field. They
were led by freshman Jason
Brewer, who almost qualified
for the NCAA tournament
with his second-place finish
and Josh Scott's third place
finish.
The next and last home
meet for the Tigers will take
place this Friday at Littlejohn
Coliseum.
The Clemson
Indoor Classic will start at
2:30 p.m. and will serve as the

Summer Yeargin/staff photographer

Tigers last preparatory meet Freshman Jason Brewer and Josh Scott took second and third place
the?
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before
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in
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ftol- Brewer just missed' qualifying for the NCAAs.

Tigers finish fourth at ACCs
I

KEVIN BRIDGES

liillr*

staff writer

Brian Haecker, a senior on the
Clemson men's diving team, was
named Most Valuable Diver for his performances at the 1996 ACC Men's
Swimming and Diving Championships
in Chapel Hill, N.C. He won the onemeter diving finals Thursday when he
earned 457.20 points in 11 dives and
finished in fourth place in the threemeter diving event Saturday with a
score of 445.95 points.
Clemson diving coach Nikki Kelsey
was named the ACC Diving Coach-ofthe-Year after coaching Haecker to his
second ACC diving title and seven
other Tigers to NCAA Zone B Diving
Standards this season.
On the first day of competition, the
Tigers' 200-meter freestyle relay team
of John Dunham, Donny Johnson,
Landon Harris and Scott Ayer moved on
to the finals based on their preliminary
performance.
Matt Maurer progressed to the finals
in the 500 freestyle, as did T.J. Fry in
the 200 IM, and the 400 medley relay
team of Fry, Harris, Ayer and Greg
Monn.
Jorge Anaya, Chris Randazzo,
William York and Bryan Parker all
qualified in the 500 freestyle and Ayer
qualified in the 200 IM during the consolation finals.
In the Thursday finals, Maurer took
eighth place in the 500-meter freestyle
with a time of 4:32.42.
The 200-meter relay freestyle team
of Johnson, Harris, Ayer and Dunham
placed sixth with a time of 1:24.82.
Fry took fourth in the 200-meter IM
with an NCAA Division I B Standard
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Tiger Diver Brian Haecker won the ACC diving title for
the second time in two years. He scored 457.20 points
after 11 dives in the one meter competition.
time of 1:50.21, and the 400 meter medley relay team of Fry, Monn, Harris and
Ayer placed fifth with a time of 3:23.34.
In the Friday preliminaries, Fry and
Monn qualified for the finals in the 400meter IM and Harris and Chris
Anderson qualified for the finals in the
100 meter breaststroke.

Parker and Maurer qualified for the
consolation finals in the 400-meter IM,
as did Dunham and Ayer in the 100meter butterfly, Johnson in the 200meter freestyle, Dan Hoeller in the 100meter breaststroke, and Dan Aron and
P.J. Olson in the 100-meter backstroke.
In the finals on Friday night, the 800

relay freestyle team of Anaya, Parker,
Fry and Johnson placed fourth with a
time of 6:45.86.
Fry placed fourth in the 400 IM with
an NCAA Division 1 B Standard time
of 3:56.56 Harris took fifth in the 100
meter breaststroke with an NCAA
Division 1 B Standard time of 56.42
Anderson finished eighth in the 100
meter breaststroke with a time of 57.62,
and the 200 medley relay team of Fry,
Ayer, Harris and Johnson placed fifth
with a time of 1:34.58.
In the preliminaries Saturday,
Anaya, Monn and Dunham progressed
to the finals in the 200 fly.
Harris and Hoeller qualified for the
consolation finals in the 200 breast; as
did Ayer in the 200 fly; Fry, Olson,
Parker, York and Tim Storsteen in the
200 back; and Johnson in the 100 free.
In the finals on Saturday, Maurer
took third place in the 1,650 free with
an NCAA Division 1 "B" Standard time
of 15:28.58,
Anaya finished in third place in the
200 fly with a time of 1:49.80, Monn
took sixth in the 200 fly with a time of
1:50.79,
Dunham placed seventh with a time
of 1:52.17 in the 200 fly, and the 400
free relay team of Ayer, Dunham, Anaya
and Johnson took fourth with a time of
3:03.60.
The Tigers finished the 1996 ACC
Swimming and Diving Championships
in fourth place with a total of 467
points. The University of North
Carolina won the meet for the fourth
time in a row with a point total of
801.50. N.C. State took second with
661.50 points, and Florida State took
third with 528 points.
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Georgia Tech stings Tar Heels
Drew Barry would rather
bend your ear about a fantastic
pass than scoring points any
day. He had no choice
Saturday after scoring a careerhigh 30 in a 92-83 overtime
victory at No. 12 North
Carolina.
The senior has 639 assists,
many of the spectacular nature,
in his career, but has scored
more than 20 points only seven
times in 106 games. Even with
his outburst against the Tar
Heels, Barry still answered
most postgame
questions about
shooting with a
"we" instead of
an "I."
"We moved
the ball well
against
the
zone, and we
were able to get
open
shots,"
Barry said. "We
are
a
perimeter-oriented
offense. You are not supposed
to hesitate-if you think you are
a good shooter, you go ahead
and shoot it. That's what we
did."
The Yellow Jackets (15-10,
8-3 ACC) moved into a tie for
first place in the league with
No. 9 Wake Forest.
North Carolina (16-7, 7-4)
has lost three straight conference games for the first time
since 1992. The Yellow Jackets
have beaten the Tar Heels in
five of the last seven meetings.
The Tar Heels have pretty
much let teams take threepointers and went to a zone for
a large portion of the game to
help stop penetration by
speedy point guard Stephon
Marbury. They paid the price.
"That's the way our team

is, you never know who is
going to be hot," Barry said.
"You never know who is going
to get it. Tonight, I was hot and
Stephon was giving me the
ball. That's the thing about us,
we're versatile."
Barry, who played 44 minutes, made nine of Georgia
Tech's school-record 16 threepointers, and his assist to
Marbury with 1:05 left in overtime gave the Yellow Jackets
an 85-80 lead. Up to that point,
UNC was scoreless in the extra
period, missing
six shots and
two free throws
and turning the
ball over three
times.
Marbury was
fouled on the
fas t-b re ak
layup,
but
Eddie Elisma
tapped in the
missed free throw and Georgia
Tech was up by seven and in
control, outscoring the Tar
Heels 12-3 in the overtime.
Georgia Tech's previous
high for three-pointers in a
game was 15 against UNC in
1994, also at the Smith Center.
Barry's previous high was 27
points
against
Western
Carolina in the same year.
"We went to a zone and he
hit the threes, that's what he's
supposed to do," North
Carolina's Dante Calabria said
of Barry, who attempted 17
long-range shots after only taking four shots in a win earlier
in the week against Duke.
"That's what I'm supposed to
do if they play a zone. It just
doesn't seem like they ever do
that."
There were a combined 57

Report

three-pointers attempted by
the league's top two shooting
teams, with Tech taking 37.
Marbury added 15 points to
extend his double-digit scoring
string to 25 straight. The rookie is the only ACC player to hit
double figures in every game.
Calabria led the Tar Heels
with a season-high 23 points,
while Antawn Jamison added
21.

It is the first season Tech
has swept UNC and Duke in
the regular season since joining the league in 1979.
"It's great for us, but in this
league, the team that lets up,
the team that thinks it has it
made, will lose," said Georgia
Tech coach Bobby Cremins.
"We
hurt
ourselves
in
December and we've tried to
make it up in league play."

Marbury sent the game into
overtime at 80-80 with a 10foot baseline jumper with 33
seconds left. North Carolina
had a chance to win the game
in regulation, but after calling a
20-second timeout with 10 seconds left, Jeff Mclnnis' 12-foot
shot over Barry bounced off
the back of the rim with 2.3
seconds left and Matt Harpring
grabbed the rebound for Tech.

Campbell on hot streak
Forward Elden Campbell
had an outstanding game in the
Los Angeles Lakers' 106-96
victory over the New Jersey
Nets Wednesday. Campbell
scored 19 and had 10
rebounds. He also recorded
seven blocks. In Tuesday's 9978 win over Denver, Campbell
recorded 14 points, 10 boards,
two blocks and three assists.
Pacers forward Dale Davis
had nine points, 10 rebounds
and two blocks in Indiana's
101-102
loss
to
the
Philadelphia 76ers Wednesday
night. Davis is currently third

TIGERS IN THE PROS
in the NBA with a .564 field
goal percentage.
Forward Horace Grant, of
the Orlando Magic, scored 15
on
7-15
shooting
in
Wednesday's 97-83 loss to the
Pistons. Grant also had seven
rebounds and a steal.
Center Sharone Wright
had
five
points,
three
rebounds, a steal and a blocked
shot for Philadelphia in their

102-101 win over Indiana
Wednesday. A bone scan and
MRI on his injured left ankle
showed it was structurally
sound. Wright injured the
ankle in a pickup game last
summer but didn't inform 76er
officials. Wright had missed
the last four games.

Golf
Clarence Rose shot a final
round 70 to finish with a 205,
four shots off the lead, in the
Buick Invitational in La Jolla,
Calif. Dillard Pruitt finished
12 shots back with a 213.

Two more recruits named
KEVIN BRIDGES

staff writer

Michael Seth and Mai
Lawyer, both wide receivers,
have signed letters of intent to
play for the Clemson football
program. The Tigers have now
announced 24 signees for
Clemson's 1996 first-year
class.
Michael Seth, a native of

Sumter, S.C., had 41 receptions for 703 yards and nine
touchdowns for Sumter High's
14-1 State runner-up team.
Seth averaged 25.9 yards per
kickoff return last year and
runs the 40 in 4.5. He was
ranked as the 22nd best player
in
South
Carolina
by
SuperPrep and ranked as the
12th best receiver in the South

by the Player Report.
Mai Lawyer, a native of
Charleston, S.C., had 35 catches for 350 yards and three
touchdowns last year and also
had two touchdowns on kick
returns in 1995. He was AllRegion and, All-County as a
senior and was ranked as the
13th best player in South
Carolina by SuperPrep.

WANTS CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
to remember

VALENTINE'S DAY!!!
I Clemson Students
j
Recieve a
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Tigers compete at Rolex
EMMA PEETZ

staff writer

Last weekend in Dallas, the
top 32 ranked players in the
nation gathered to compete in
the ITA National Rolex Indoor
Tennis Championship.
In order to qualify for this
national tournament, regional
Rolex events were held all over
the nation last November.
Clemson's No. 1 and No. 2
doubles combinations qualified, and Sophie Woorons,
ranked No. 27 in the nation,
qualified for the singles event.
Mitch Sprengelmeyer and
Bruce Li, ranked No. 7 nationally in doubles, made it to the
quarter-finals before losing to
the 1995 All-American pair
from UNLV, Luke Smith and
Roger Peterson, 7-5, 7-5.

"We know where we're at
and where we have to
improve,"
Sprengelmeyer
said. "I feel like all the teams
are fairly even and we've got a
good chance to win the
NCAA's."
Woorons lost her firstround singles match to the No.
5 seed from Kansas, Kylie
Hunt, 6-2, 6-4.
In the consolation singles
event, a back-draw tournament
for all first-round losers,
Woorons lost to Stanford's
Ania Bleszynski, ranked No. 6
in the nation, 6-2, 7-6 (7-3).
"I was very glad to have
qualified," Woorons said. "I
feel like Andy [Johnston] has
really helped me to improve
my game. I just need a few
more matches."

Clemson's No. I doubles
combination, Woorons and Jan
Barrett, lost in the first round
of both the main draw and the
consolation doubles.
"Although they were the
best that the West could offer,
only a few points separated
us," said Barrett of the pair's
loss to Courtney Chapman and
Marie-Laure Bougnol from
Ole Miss, 2-6 6-2 6-4.
The Lady Tigers will play
their first
regular-season
match at the College of
Charleston's varsity courts on
Feb. 17.
The men's team will play
their next regular-season
match on March 1 against
Virginia Tech and Virginia at
the varsity courts.

file photo

Jan Barrett paired with Sophie Woorons as
Clemson's No. 1 women's doubles team. They
lost in the first round of the main draw.

Because
all-nighters
aren't ahvays
spent in
the library.

Couples
to shoot
at half
ALLISON EARLIN

office manager

Students attending tomorrow night's game against UNC
with their significant other will
have a chance to celebrate the
most romantic holiday. Five
couples will be chosen to participate in the halftime shooting contest to commemorate
St. Valentine's Day. To be eligible, students should wear
sneakers and Clemson apparel.
Those who prove themselves adept on the basketball
court can win t-shirts, tanks of
gasoline, sneakers, and even
round-trip airfare anywhere in
the United States.

Track
Nikki Sims, a member of
the Lady Tiger track team
competed in the Cornhusker
Invitational over the weekend.
Sims threw the shot put 50feet-3/4-inches, an NCAA provisional mark, and her best of
the season, for her sixth-place
finish. Valeyta Althouse, of
UCLA, won the event with a
collegiate-record throw of 59
feet.

Write Sports
for The Tiger
Call Mike at
656-0986 or
656-2150

VISA
UPWS

It's every^Here
•you want to be!
© Visa U.S.A. Inc. 199S
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The Tiger

12A/SP0RTS

Rough trip
for Tisrers
continued from 7A
home, 92-83. Despite the fact
that they have a mediocre
overall record of 15-10, they
are only a half-game off the
lead in the conference.
This is due in part to two
big road wins at Duke and
North Carolina. Winning on
the road has put them in contention for an ACC title.
Coach Jim Davis' Lady
Tigers have had a little more
success on the road. They currently sport a 2-4 away record
in the conference, the big win
coming in the road opener at
rival Virginia. They have lost
their last four road games.
Just that pair of wins have
kept the Lady Tigers in the
ACC Championship hunt,
only a full game behind conference-leading Virginia. The
difference between the two?
The Cavaliers are 4-1 on the

ipmnc
BRIAK

1

1

$134 / Person for 7 Nights,
$124 for 6 Nights. Stay Beachfront
in the Heart of SPRING BREAK!
Call...l-800-868-7423

?#

Fjf\£
A%Vt

THE

AMTO
Inc.

COLLISION
REPAIR
SPECIALISTS

Abo: SALES; STORAGE AND MECHANICAL,RE»IK
FOR'EIGN
DOMESTIC
Major Credit Cards Welcomed

654-0234
Member - Central Merchants Guild
Just 2 miles from Clemson Univ.
Central, SC 29630
(OffHury. 93 /Behind Hdrdees)
FREE ESTIMATES/CONSULTATION

—JbRMBwy AUTO SPECIALITIES INC.—

VAf.F.NTTNK SPWCTAI,

FREE HAIRCUTS
with Kerri and Cindy
Every Thursday 1-4
Every Friday 9-12
REDKEN
Offer ends March 8, 1996
Males and Females Welcome* This offer is only valid with appointment
Charisma Salon»882-2299»115 Bypass 123» Seneca
Great Location Next to Subway in Seneca
5TH

AVENUE

NVC

••••••••••••••••••••••••I*******
"2PC. $ 2.59
Chicken Dinner

B UY
G E TIFREEI

*I

BUY

I G E T1FI

*l

96

Non-Stop Air • (7) Nights & Hotel ■ Texas • Club
Discounts»Transfers • Activities Program
from $399
CANCUN
from $399
JAMAICA
from $369
BAHAMAS
from $119
FLORIDA(land only)..
FT. LAUDERDALE....
Call for Puerto Rico & Myrtle Beach, SC
For a free brochure call.Endless Summer Tours
1-800-234-7007
spacing is limited!

1

road. In fact, all three of the
teams in front of the Lady
Tigers in the ACC standings
are at least .500 on the road.
It's the same situation for
the men. The top three teams
in the conference are the only
three that have a .500 or better
road record in the conference.
Road wins in the ACC are
precious, and a team must
overcome their road woes to
move to the next level. For
now, youth and injuries may
be an acceptable excuse for
poor play away from home,
but if Barnes' and Davis' clubs
are to strike fear into the hearts
of their ACC opponents, they
have to do it at their house.

Expires 3-15-96 |

Expires 3-15-961

Expires 3-15-96 |

Breast Dinner
$3.19

PARIS
AMSTERDAM
FRRNHFURT
ROME

$239
$275
$239
$259

Fares are from Columbia. SC. each maij based on a RT
purchase. Fares do not include federal taxes and passenger
facilities charges, which can total between $19.95 and $31.95.
depending on the destination, nor do Itiei) include departure
charges paid directlq to to foreign governments, which can
total between $3.00 and $00.00. Intl Student 10 mau. be required. Fares are suiect lo change. Restrictions apply.

■ BUY-1 EBEE

I
I
Expires 3-15-961

CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange

On the Heb: http://uiww.ciee.org/cts/ctshome.htm

I

$5.99

Expires 3-1S-961 *fr

Expires 3-15-96 |

1

F^
8 PC
* CHICKEN BOX
*
\MIA DIC^I IITO
W/4
BISCUITS
* I
*

Council Travel

GET

I
I
I
I
I
J

PHONE IN ORDERS

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

653-9151

*

DELIVERY NOW
AVAILABLE
Delivery from 10am -Close

COUPONS NOT AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY ^L.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

HOO-2-iuu
0-800-226-8664]

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
1 AND 2 BEDROOMS $295 TO $539
Swimming Pool*Tennis Court*Shuttle Service

Burton Properties
10 Locations:
Heritage Pointe
Heritage Station
Vicksburg
College Street
Village Green

Old Central Road
Lindsey Road
West Bank
'Wesley Street
Heritage Hills

653-7717 or
653-5506
After Hours
654-3444 or
888-0200 or
647-2268

